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PROVEN FLIGHT METHODS FOR THE NEW PILOT!

Learn how to Successful ly F ly Radio
Control  Helicopters under the expert
instruct ion of Mult i -Time National
Champion and U.S .  FAI World
Championships Team member, Mike Mas.
Our production begins with a tour of a
model helicopter,  next we provide an
overview of kit construction, pre-flight,
set-up, and the correct operation of the
“helicopter radio system” covering pitch
curves,  autorotations,  idle-up,  right
through inverted fl ight .  Most
important, Mike Mas will take you out
to the flying field and show you how to
successful ly fly a remote control
helicopter. This DVD may be used with

al l  hel icopters current ly avai lable.
Professionally produced. This Production

is ideal for   beginner & new pilots. 
Normally Sells For: $32.95 + $3.95 S&H

A step-by-step video showing the operation of a
computerized radio control system.  Our format
provides a working example for each menu item, such
as Pitch & Throttle Curves, Expo, Autorotations, etc.
This overview will work well with any brand of radio
control system. This DVD is designed for the new
pilot.  Normally Sells For:  $19.95 + $3.95 S&H 

These difficult maneuvers were performed by a professional pilot for demonstration purposes only and should not be attempted.

OVERVIEW OF A COMPUTER R/C SYSTEM HOW TO BUILD & FLY R/C HELICOPTERS

Mike Mas - 1989

First Ever “Inverted Landing”

Mike Mas - 1977

Performing the world’s “First Ever”

Inverted Flight & Aerobatic 3D

Maneuvers with a R/C Helicopter.

Acomplished with Mike’s “Mas Tech”

3-Point Set-Up, now being used by

every top pilot in the world today!

NEW SPECIALNEW SPECIAL

PRICE!PRICE!
RECEIVE BOTH PRODUCTIONS 

ON ONE DVD FOR ONLY 

$29.95 +S&H



Hands down, Rotory Modeler is clearly the “Pioneer” because we pride ourselves with

being the very “First” company in the entire R/C industry to offer a hobby magazine on-

line.  There’s a good reason we’re #1 - just as our print issue is unmatched by anyone in the

hobby, so is our PDF Online issue.  You’ll find our PDF’s in “Super High Rez” quality, and the

PDF file is downloaded right to your computer, so it’s there exactly when you need it.  

Unlike other so-called hobby Online Magazines, which you can’t keep on your PC, and you

have to wait for some slow over-loaded server to flip pages for you - with a Rotory Online

issue, it’s just like having our print issue; same quality, same ads, and available anytime you

want it because it’s right there on your PC - to zoom, copy, print or whatever.  This is the

exact reason Rotory Modeler Magazine continues to have the largest subscription base of any

R/C Helicopter Magazine in the world.

As if all this isn’t enough, we’re now going to “change the rules” when it comes to afford-

ability.  Starting today, you can subscribe to a full year of Rotory for just “Ten Bucks!”  You

heard right, for the price of a hamburger, fries, and drink; you can enjoy a full year (6 issues)

of Rotory Modeler Magazine, that’s a full 72% off the price of our print issue. 

Visit www.rotory.com today - Sign up and Save!

If you’re active in the military, or if you have served at any time

in the past, you get Rotory for free - as a special thanks to those

who have served our country.  Yep, we’re picking up 100% of the

tab for a full year of Rotory – it won’t cost you a dime to have a

subscription to the best heli magazine on the planet!  

Free Subscription to our Military Personnel 
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#1 BEST SELLING R/C HELICOPTER MAGAZINE IN THE WORLD 

Real Reviews - Heli People - No Google Reporting!

As if having the best Online

Heli Magazine wasn’t already

enough, we’ve just come up with

a plan that will change the way

you look at Helicopter Magazines

forever. Starting today, you can now

enjoy a full year of Rotory Modeler

Magazine for only Ten Bucks! 

Here at Rotory, we’re doing something

to make our hobby more affordable!

When It Comes To R/C Online Magazines . . . 
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Toy Fair of Germany is still the world’s largest trade
show for the industry.  There are twelve buildings (150,000 square feet) all linked
together that showcase toys, video games and hobby products.  The RC hobby
products occupied two buildings.  Since it is extremely expensive to rent a booth
(as high as $50,000 for a medium booth for the week) most companies only
display their new products that will be introduced for 2010.  The items shown
could be at the prototype stage, just released, or will be released within six
months.  The show is only open to distributors, dealers, and the press.  About
70,000 trade visitors attended the 2010 Nuremberg Toy Fair.  

ProModel

James WangJames Wang

8

Gerd Guzicki with the Whoppi autogyro he designed.  It’s powered by a Saito 91
4-stroke engine.  The Whoppi will be produced and sold by Acto, the same

company that makes the famous Acto brushless motor.

The Nuremberg

Acto Autogyro

Hacker Turbine

Upper - Carl Kuhn from Hacker Motor of Germany showing
his favorite magazine and the new electric motors for RC

helicopters.
Lower - Promodel from France www.a2pro.fr displayed their
new line of electric high performance electric helicopters.



The trend this year is lots of micro
electric helicopters and lots of flybarless
helicopters.  Captron Helicommand is a
new company from Munich, Germany that
displayed three different versions of an
electronic stability augmentation system
(SAS), their HC3X is a blackbox that will
stabilize almost any flybarless RC
helicopter and it is designed for extreme
3D flying.  They also have a 3A SAS that
is suitable for use by beginners and
experts.  It has three gyros to stabilize
three axis and also an imaging sensor that
can recognize shift in ground imaging
during hover.  This device provides hands-
off hover stability.  It can also be used to
stabilize an RC helicopter in inverted
flight.  They also have a SAS for UAV
(unmanned air vehicles).  Robbe
distributes these products.  For more
information check out the Robbe Model
Sport website or www.captron.de.

11

This is the world’s only commercially produced Russian Hind D Mi-24 scale fuselage.

Webra

HeliCommand Autopilot

TT Hind Fuselage

Rapicon is the newest
fuel producer in town.
3D Master Champions,

Lucas Riva and Alan
Barok use Rapicon.  Dr.

Lee is a chemist and
the owner.  They also

read Rotory.

Joachim Eulefeld of Helicommand proudly

explains his new HC3X electronic blackbox

to stabilize any flybarless helicopter.  Of

course he also reads Rotory.

Helicommand also showed this 3A autopilot.  It uses imaging signal processing
to sense ground and sky.  It can also provide hands-off inverted hovering.

Need more
horsepower?  Try

this 150-size
ignition engine
that can run on
gasoline from

Webra of Austria.



This year, Mikado Company of Potsdam, Germany
introduced a flybarless and carbon version of their Logo
400.  The Logo 400 is basically an upgraded Logo 10.
Another new model is the Logo 600SE, which also sports
a flybarless rotor head.  Mikado was the company that
pushed hard on flybarless helis about three years ago.
They have now refined their V-Bar Flybarless SAS to a
mature stage and it is now in production and used by
their sponsored pilots and demoed at fun flies around
the world.  Mikado models use many molded plastic parts
and are of high quality.  Their helicopters are extremely
light and that’s how they derive their 3D performance.
Their price is higher than other electric helicopters but
the flight performance is excellent. More information
can be found at www.mikado-heli.de

Ikarus, from the Black Forest, was the pioneer of

electric helicopters twenty years ago.  Norbert
Gruntjens, the owner and once Germany National RC
Champion, now concentrates his efforts on products for
helicopters and also on RC flight simulators.  The
Aerofly Professional Delux and the Aerofly 5 are his
newest products.  They are very, very impressive.  The
picture resolution is fantastic and the mathematically
modeling of the flight dynamics is very realistic.  These
two flight simulators are available from Tower Hobbies
in the USA.  

Compass is a new company that attended the Toy Fair
this year and displayed their new 90 and 50-size electric
helicopters.  They also had a 6HV electric helicopter
that uses 600 mm length blades and runs on a 12S Li-Po
battery.  All of the Compass models are characterized
by compact size, lightweight and over powering.  
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Above - The very slick new
10-channel Spectrum 2.4
GHz transmitter from
Spektrum, a division of
Horizon Hobby.  This is
designed mostly for the

European market because it
has a built-in tray.

This is Jorg Brinkmeyer, the CEO of ACME
company of Germany, demonstrating his new
video camera.  It can send video images over
its own 2.4 GHz transmitter to a receiver on
the ground.  It will be available in the U.S.

from www.hobby-lobby.com

Acme Wireless 

Camera

JR Vibe 90 

Flybarless
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JR 500E Flybarless

Above - JR Heli Division displayed their new flagship, a
flybarless JR Vibe 90 SG.  This is going to be a $1,500

superlative crème de la crème model.

This is an amazing $45 unit that plugs straight

into a receiver channel and can record an hour

of VGA video and still digital images. 



Their Swiss and German distributor, Andy Kessler, who was once a Swiss F3C Champion,
represented JR Helicopter.  All of the helicopters displayed at the JR booth were flybarless.
They ranged from the JR Vibe 500E, that we reviewed two issues ago, to the expensive JR Vibe
90 SG, and the mid priced Vibe 50 that we reviewed in 2008, they are all in flybarless form now.
Flybarless helicopters are not for beginners, they are more of a novelty for experts.  All
flybarless helicopters require an SAS to make them flyable, and they range from $300 to $600.
But Flybarless is the in vogue thing for experts.

Thunder Tiger’s Raptor has been one of the best sellers for the last ten years and now they
finally have a brand new helicopter, it is called the X50.  The Thunder Tiger X50 delivers full-out
extreme 3D performance in a brand new 50-class eCCPM helicopter.  As described in the brochure
distributed at the Nuremberg Show, it says, “X50 is the ultimate machine for pilots seeking a full-
adrenalin, nothing held back, all-out 3D experience.  The all-new Thunder Tiger under-slung main
rotor with an internal flapping stiffness control system gives fast and sharp cyclic and collective
response demanded by competition pilots.  The X50 is flexible in tuning.  It can be set up to suit
any flying style; from edgy aggressive to ultra docile.  Its silky smooth stability installs confidence
in beginners and intermediates to quickly hone new maneuvers.  X50 uses the best combination of
aerospace carbon graphite, precision injection molding, and machined aluminum to produce a light
and rigid structure capable of taking on the most abusive 3D move you can dish out. 

ROTORY 15

Above - For 2010, Hirobo
will be releasing this scale
MD500 Defender fuselage
for the SDX 50 helicopter

mechanics.

MRC / Hirobo

Above - Hirobo is also going electric with this beautiful and big
carbon machine.

Right - The exquisite all-metal rotor head on Hirobo’s $1,400
90-size Turbulence 3D helicopter.  The plastic main rotor head

on the SDX 50 is a scaled-down version of this metal head.

The beautiful Ms. Elham Zekri holding the brand new X50 helicopter.
The X50 is available in either shaft-driven or belt-driven versions. 

Thunder Tiger X50

Continued On Page 18 . . . 



For the first time ever, pilots have the best source of information available any-
where complied over “six” years from Rotory Modeler Magazine.  These articles on
R/C Helicopters are the most comprehensive collection anywhere in the world.
Each DVD is compiled of independent reviews from the best pilots in the sport.  This
assures you “no-hype” factual reviews on construction, operation and flying techniques
on every model helicopter, whether it’s Gas, Nitro, Electric or even Scale.  Other DVD’s in-
clude; R/C Radio Systems, Simulators, Motors, ESC’s, Li-Po’s or just about any facet of R/C Helicopters.  You won’t
find this collection anywhere else in print or on the Web.  Now you can compare the opinions and techniques of
many of the best talents in the world.  Don’t miss this great opportunity to own your personal collection and have
them available right on your PC in PDF format for easy reference. 

✔ Best OF Electric Helicopters 39 Models - 330 pages $24.95
✔ Best Of Scale Helicopters - 20 models - 139 pages $24.95
✔ Best Of Gas Helicopters - 20 Models 100+ pages $24.95
✔ Best Of 30-50 Nitro Helis - 14 models 125 pages $24.95
✔ Best Of 60-90 Nitro Helis - 16 Models - 155 pages $24.95
✔ Best Of Flight Simulators - RealFlight - FS One - Ivol $14.95
✔ Best Of Radio Control Systems - 15 Radios - 104 pages $24.95

Also Available: 
✔ R/C Airplanes Build & Fly+Aerobatics Video - Mike Mas $24.95
✔ R/C Helicopters Build & Fly + Radios Video Mike Mas $32.95

ROTORY’S BEST COLLECTION EVER!
DVD INSTRUCTIONAL SERIES

VISIT WWW.ROTORY.COM TODAY

NEW SPECIAL OFFER!
RECEIVE BOTH MIKE MAS’ BUILD & FLY & 

OPERATION OF A RADIO CONTROL SYSTEM 

INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEO ON ONE DVD FOR ONLY 

$29.95 + S&H

Get Online Today at:

www.rotory.com 
Click on “Instructional DVD’s”

For a Detailed Preview

of each DVD’s contents!

Forget everything you’ve seen, heard, or read elsewhere on helis!
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Compass

Above & Right - This Odin 90
helicopter from Compass that has
been converted so that it can be

powered by an Austrian Webra engine
that runs on bio fuel.

Left - This is the unique 540 kV motor
produced by Compass.  

Optional artistic carbon and metal
frames from Mikado for their Logo

helicopters.

Kyosho Caliber 90

Mikado Logo 300

The Kyosho
Caliber 90 has
been refined
each year and

the latest model
is another F3C

winner.

Nuremberg Continued From Page 15 . . . 
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Weston

Above - Extremely high quality digital servos from a new
company in Taiwan called Savox.  This titanium-geared servo

produces 444 in-ozs of torque.

Above Right - Here is another powerhouse; the Weston UK
52H engine from England is designed to spin at 20,000 rpm.

The X50 is fast to build, and easy to
repair.  The X50 is available with either a
belt-drive or a shaft-drive tail rotor system.
Either version can be easily converted into
the other format with few parts.  Maximum
performance, ultra smooth handling,
ruggedness, and great value make the X50
the ultimate 50 class machine that you have
been waiting for.”  We will let you be the
judge.  

Also on display was their new Mini Titan
V2, which uses carbon side frames and
comes with a painted fiberglass canopy,
carbon frames and all metal rotor head.

Another new interesting product is the
AirCamOne from ACME in Germany.  This is
a micro video camera that can capture VGA
quality video for an hour using a 1gig micro
SD memory card.  The AirCamOne plugs
directly into a receiver aux channel.  The
amazing part is the price is only $45.  It will
be available from Hobby Lobby.  For more
information check out www.acme-online.de
Even though the economy shows signs of
struggle, the hobby industry seems vibrant
with the many new products being
introduced.  I hope you enjoy our coverage
of the Nuremberg Toy Fair.  RM

Robbe Helis

Scorpion Motors

Above - Scorpion Motors of Hong Kong has become a strong
contender in brushless motors for RC helicopters.  They make

motors and ESCs for micro up to giant electric helicopters.

Robbe is the second largest distributor in Europe.  Here are just some of their helicopters.  On the left is their high
performance flybarless helicopter that uses the HC3X blackbox.



Specifications

Raptor 50 Installation

Length Fuselage: 53.5" in. / 1360 mm

Width Fuselage: 9.4" in. / 240 mm

Height Fuselage: 15.7" in. / 400 mm

Weight Full-Equipped: 8.8 lbs. / 4kg

FEATURES:

•  Factory Pre-painted Fiberglass Fuselage

•  High-Positioned Tail Mechanism Included

•  Details Include Landing Skid, Wiper, Optical Sight, Wire Strike, Etc.

•  Suitable for Thunder Tiger's Raptor Titan 50 Series R/C Helicopters

Thunder Tiger’s latest scale body for the Raptor 50.

From military combat assaults to humanitarian

evacuations, this proven workhorse executes any

helicopter mission you'd care to imagine.  The kit

comes with pre-painted FRP fuselage and all needed

hardware.  Dress-up your Raptor and be the focus at

your flying field.  Note: Mechanics are not included.

WWW.ACEHOBBY.COM

UH-1Y Scale Fuselage for Raptor 50

UH-1 Scale Fuselage for Mini Titan e325

Specifications Mini-Titan e325

Full Length of Fuselage: 26.7"

Full Width of Fuselage: 6.7"

Total Height: 7.87"

Main Rotor Dia: 29.45"

Tail Rotor Dia: 6.14"

Gear Ratio: 1:11.5:4.4

Full Equipped Weight: 32.8oz

UH-1 Military Scheme for Mini Titan e325

The UH-1 "Huey" is the latest addition in the exciting line of scale fuselage conversion

kits specifically developed for the Mini Titan e325. Made of light and sturdy PVC

material, the UH-1 kit comes in either an intimidating German Army gunship camo or

high-visibility US Marines Corps Search & Rescue scheme. All UH-1 kits feature a

high-positioned tail rotor mechanism, scale antenna set, horizontal tailplane, scale

landing & tail skids, handrails and many more scale details. Rocket launchers

included with the gunship version for the more aggressive pilots.  As with other recent

E325 scale kits, the UH-1 also includes a quick-open hatch for battery access. 

ACE HOBBY

Fuselage Showcase 



For Further Information:

www.hobbico.com

Lightweight & Small

Receiver Airborne

Battery Pack
The LiFeSource 200mAh 6.6V LiFe receiver battery is perfect
for powering receivers where a 1S LiPo is used as a power
pack.  Featuring a universal connector, this pack may be used
with all lightweight aircraft.  It’s tiny 30 x 23 x 12mm size al-
lows it to fit inside the smallest of spaces and at 15 grams, it’s
among the lightest Rx batteries ever produced!  LiFeSource
lithium-iron phosphate battery technology (LiFeP04) offers
very high energy density, very light weights, and the longest
cycle life of any batteries sold for RC.  LiFeSource batteries
are also among the safest batteries available.  HCAM640 

LiFeSource 200mAh 6.6v 1C Rx
Retail:$24.99  Street:$19.99

Unlock even more GY520 gyro 
features using the GYLink software!

Watch the Futaba Video as Steve Kaluf takes you on a
tour of the GYLink software.  Utilizing the CIU-2 USB
Interface unit, the Futaba GY520 gyro is linked to a PC.
Steve takes you through the GYLink software where he
describes each feature the software has to offer.  

GYLink offers more parameters than what are available
directly from the GY520; items such as Response Set-
ting, Control Response, D-Gain, Limits, AVCS Response,
AVCS Setting and more are discussed.  Check out the
link below for the video. 

PROGRAMING THE GY520 GYRO
USING GYLINK SOFTWARE 

VIDEO LINK

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_qri0AeHmVM









SPECIAL HAT OFFER! 
If you join the Rotory Forum or are a mem-
ber already, we’ll discount either Hat to
only $11.95.  Log onto the #1 Forum on RC
helicopters, join up, and get your hat for

Only $11.95 + $4.95 s&h

Proudly display your Stars and Stripes
and your favorite Heli Magazine at the
field. Hats are high-quality with Rotory
name and logo embroidered into a light-
weight cool cap for summer flying.
For more information - visit our Web site
at: www.rotory.com or you may call us at:
540-721-3124

NEW LOWER SUBSCRIPTION PRICE!
“We would like you to try our PDF Subscription Service”

ROTORY HATS ARE NOW AVAILABLE!

Was $29.95
Now Only $10.00 year

Now from the originator of the first PDF Subscription
Service in the RC Industry, Rotory is offering our PDF
Subscription at a new lower price.  Now you can sub-
scribe to a year of Rotory Modeler Magazine for just
$10.00.  Enjoy Rotory right on your PC and easily access
information on your favorite products or recall impor-
tant reviews.  Free subscription to all Military personnel!

Embroidered Rotory Name & Logo 

$19.95 + $4.95 s&h

See Our Special Offer!

Embroidered Rotory Name & Logo 

$19.95 + $4.95 s&h
See Our Special Offer!

PDF Back Issue Offer - Order 5 PDF Back Issues and get 1 Free!
Visit: www.rotory.com for more details
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Heli-Max’s newest model in the Novus line-up is the AH-1J SeaCobra nano-sized chopper.

This Cobra model mimics the full-scale twin-engine heli, that served as a military workhorse

providing air support for ground troops, as well as providing an armed escort for personnel

and cargo transports.  The Novus SeaCobra comes complete with scale machine guns, mini

cannons, a detailed cockpit, and even panel lines - all right out of the box.

O v e r v i e w

Story - Jim Richards

Novus



T
he new SeaCobra is the 4th Novus model to be
released.  This nano-size heli uses a fixed pitch
single rotor system.  The SeaCobra uses a direct

drive (with gear reduction) electric motor to drive the
tail rotor.  Weighing-in at just a couple of ounces, the
SeaCobra offers the modeler not only ready to fly
capability, but also an electric helicopter that looks
pretty darn sharp as well.  The SeaCobra also comes
with a good-looking CNC machined metal main rotor
head, which is black anodized and helps give the little
heli a high-tech look.  The rotor span is a total of 7.9
inches. 

The real beauty of the SeaCobra is it only takes the
installation of eight AA dry cells (not provided) in the
transmitter, followed by a quick charge of the supplied
Li-Po battery, to get in the air.  The SeaCobra includes

a wall charger, a 400-mAh 3.7V LiPo battery,
instruction manual and a quick start sheet.  There’s
even a spare pair of main blades and a spare tail rotor
blade.  You can expect around ten-minutes of flight
time per full charge.  My first charge took about
twenty-minutes to top off.  The charger’s LCD flashes
red, while charging, and then turns green when the
charging cycle is complete. 

Binding - The binding process is quick and easy and
only involves plugging in the Li-Po battery on the ship,
followed by turning on the transmitter.  In a matter of
seconds, you’ll hear some chatter from the servos and
an indication on the transmitter LCD to confirm that
the binding is complete.  Make sure not to move or
pickup the heli for a few seconds after the power
sequence, to allow the tail rotor gyro to initialize.

ROTORY 35

Equipped with: 

High Speed Tail Rotor Motor 

&

Metal CNC Machined Main Rotor Head

Right: The SeaCobra is
equipped with a good-
looking CNC machined
metal main rotor head

that has a  black
anodized finish for a

more a high-tech look.
The rotor span is a total

of 7.9 inches. 

ROTORY34

Above & Right: These two images show a
detailed view of the Cobra’s tail rotor system,

which uses a motor directly mounted to the tail
section.  Note the Cobra uses a gear reduction

set to keep the motor at the suggested RPM for
increased torque when needed. 
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Flying – Flying the SeaCobra, control-wise, is just like any other electric
helicopter.  All the transmitter controls are exactly the same as any other model.
On your first flight, I recommend you find an open flat surface indoors, make sure
there are no air vents blowing on the heli, so you’ll be able to trim it without any
outside effects.  Our model required only a small amount of transmitter trim
adjustment to get the chopper in a good hover.

Keep in mind the SeaCobra cyclic controls are fairly quick with regard to response.
You’ll find the model requires cyclic input most all the time to keep in one place.  For
the most part, the SeaCobra is really not for the beginner because in exchange for
controllability, you’ll lose some stability.  In simple terms, you’ll be required to fly

Features and Specifications

✔ Rotor Head: CNC machined 

✔ Swashplate: CNC machined 

✔ Radio: Heli-Max 2.4GHz, 4-channel 

✔ Battery: LiPo 400mAh 1S 

✔ Battery Charger: AC wall type 

✔ Length: 9.0" (229mm) 

✔ Width: 2.7" (68mm) 

✔ Height: 3.3" (84mm) 

✔ Rotor Span: 7.9" (200mm) 

✔ Flying Weight: 2 oz (57.2g) 

Included Items

❑ RTF AH-1J SeaCobra

❑ 2.4 GHz 4-Channel Transmitter

❑ 400 mAh 3.7 V Lipo battery

❑ Wall Charger for Lipo battery

❑ Spare Main Blades

❑ Spare Rotor Blade

❑ Instruction Manual

❑ Quick Start Sheet

ROTORY 37
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the SeaCobra throughout the flight.  One of the
advantages of the cyclic control is it will prepare
the pilot for a full sized electric or nitro model.
You’ll also find that visibility with the SeaCobra
is improved over some of the pod and boom
nanos, thanks to the full familiar fuselage profile,
it’s very easy to identify the helis’ direction,
when off at a distance. 

All in all, the Novus SeaCobra is a great little
helicopter for the modeler who is ready to
transition from a high stability helicopter, such
as a coaxial, to the real world of R/C helicopters.
In summery, the Novus SeaCobra not only
provides quick controllability, but also a nice
looking model in a ready to fly package. RM

For Further Information - www.helimax-rc.com

Above: The supplied Li-Po Pack slides right in the carrier on the belly of the helicopter.  Our

average flight time was up to 10 minutes on a charge. 

Below: Shown is the supplied wall charger with its associated LED status light.  The light blinks

while charging, then turns green when completed. 

Equipped with a Full-Size Transmitter 

4-Channel - 2.4GHz System

Shown is the Heli-Max SeaCobra right out of the box.  This makes a nice
package for the new pilot who is ready for a helicopter that takes a bit more

control to ready them for full-size electric and nitro models.

HMXE0805 Novus FP AH-1J Sea Cobra Heli   $299.99



For Further Information:

www.miniatureaircraftusa.com

MINIATURE AIRCRAFT 

BRUSHLESS MOTORS & 60A ESC

The only power system your 450-size heli will ever need!

The Miniature Aircraft motor/ESC combo is perfect for any 450-size heli, including the T-Rex and Furion!  It’s
equipped with top-quality ball bearings, a cooling fan and standard connectors for plug-and-play convenience.
•The SS motor boasts 3595kV - making it ideal for sport flying
• The 4400kV HP version cranks out enormous power for performing any maneuver imaginable
• The 60A ESC boasts the same footprint as a 40A for easy mounting and is set up for 450 heli programming

MING1001 130-515 HP 4400kV Brushless Motor Retail: $79.99  Street: $59.99
MING1000 130-515 HP 4400kV Brushless Motor Retail: $79.99  Street: $59.99
MINM1000 130-510 60A Brushless ESC Retail: $119.99  Street: $99.99



For Further Information:

www.acehobby.com

ACE HOBBY 

Raptor 50  2.4GHz SC RTF

The Ready-To-Fly helicopter comes all fitted in a Super Combo
specifically designed for the most demanding pilots out there.
An advanced 2.4GHz radio system, a metal main rotor hub, an
exclusive sport edition Redline 53HX engine fitted with Redline
pipe muffler, and a new design FRP canopy in striking colors are
just some of the most visible upgrades.

A closer look also reveals an extended tail boom to fit 620mm
blades, push-pull control system, rear-mounted tail servo tray,
and reinforced main shaft. 3D pilots will enjoy the Raptor 50 SC’s
crisp response. In addition, new pilots or beginners will love the

Raptor for its high stability.        TTR4853-F08M2A1

Specification:

Total Length:  48.03"
Total Width:  5.51"
Total Height:  15.74"
Main Rotor Dia:  52.95"
Tail Rotor Dia:  9.29"
Gear Ratio:  8.5:1:4.56
Full Equipped Weight:  6.60 lbs.

Features:
1. Radio pre-programmed for a truly

Ready-To-Fly heli
2. A 2.4GHz programmable radio system with

pitch control, idle up, and throttle hold
3. Redline 53HX exclusive power system
4. CNC rotor head and hardened main shaft
5. Fiberglass canopy
6. Includes fiberglass main rotor blades
7. Longer tail boom to fit 620mm blades
8. Stainless steel flybar & linkage rods
9. Heavy-duty clutch bell

10. Push-pull control on cyclic and collective
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T-Rex 700 Nitro LE was
released in late 2009.  The LE version has a street
price close to $1,200 while the basic version has a
street price closer to $800.  The extra features of
the Limited Edition T-Rex 700 include silver metal
parts instead of black, and a painted white canopy,
instead of yellow that comes with the basic T-Rex
700 Nitro Pro.  The higher price tag includes an
Align GP750 gyro and four digital servos as part of
the LE package.  The engine and muffler are not
included.  Tom Proctor (aka Busterboy on Helifreak)
took the image of the white Limited Edition in flight.
Tom loves photography as much as he loves RC
helicopters and he uses a professional $6,000 Canon
1D MK III SLR with a Canon 80 to 200 mm F2.8 lens.
The white canopy in Tom’s shot of the Limited
Edition illustrates how the factory painted canopy
looks straight out of the box.  That is one of our
favorite features about this kit because we love
building and flying, but we can’t paint.  This painted
canopy has no runs or streaks, and we like the
striped scheme over the simple fading colors.  

The T-Rex 700 Nitro Pro is a 90-size glow engine powered helicopter designed

for 3D flying.  The basic T-Rex 700 kit, from Align of Taiwan, was first

released in the summer of 2008 and flown by Align’s sponsored pilots at

competitions and fun flies.  Seventeen-year-old Lukas Riva from Lugano,

Switzerland won the 2008 3D Master’s with a first production run T-Rex 700.

• Length: 1335mm

• Height: 450mm

• Main Blade Length: 690-710mm

• Main Rotor Diameter: 1562-1602mm

• Tail Rotor Diameter: 281mm

• Engine Pinion Gear: 20T

• Autorotation Tail Drive Gear: 150T

• Drive Gear Ratio: 8.2:1:4.54

• Fuel Tank Capacity: 630CC

• Flying Weight: 10 pounds dry

Quick Specs

Story By

JAMES WANG 
& 

NORMAN REYES

A new Limited edition

OS MAX 91 HZ Powered . . . 
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Left: The throttle
servo and the other

roll cyclic eCCPM
servo are mounted
on the left side.

Clean and functional layout with push-pull control for 120-degree eCCPM.

ROTORY 47

We purchased a basic T-Rex 700 Nitro Pro in early
2009 for $800 in the US.  There are mail order places in
Taiwan and Hong Kong that sell the basic T-Rex 700 at
marginally lower prices, but after adding air shipment and
insurance, the savings becomes minuscule.  Without a
second thought, we choose to support the legitimate US
importer and distributor.  When Heliproz and
Heliwholesaler learned of our plan to do a review on the LE
version, we were able to order it from them at a slight
discount, since they are now an importer and distributor
for all Align products.  Heliproz imports Align products
directly from Taiwan and they stock all replacement parts.
We want to extent our thanks to Heliproz for the
discount and the fast service; you can find their ad in this
magazine.  

After building and flying a basic T-Rex 700 Nitro Pro
and a Limited Edition, our conclusion is they fly almost
identically.  The merits and features described in this
review are true for both models, so we have combined
them as a single review.  The T-Rex 700 is on the light

side as far as 90-size helicopters go; a finished T-Rex
700 weighs an even ten-pounds with an empty fuel tank.

The side frames are constructed from 2 mm carbon
graphite sheets and geometrically arranged with a three-
inch wide space between them.  The wide width, boxy
construction provides the necessary structural rigidity to
prevent deforming during aggressive 3D.  The mainframe
layout, engine location, eCCPM control system, tail drive
system and main rotor engineering are not revolutionary,
but the overall design is functional and clean.  The engine
is mounted on an aluminum mount that is sandwiched
between the frames.  The tail boom is clamped in two
plastic halves and sandwiched between the carbon frames.
There are many areas where the model distinguishes itself
from others; for instance, the plastic cooling fan blade is
not the usual square shape. The fan shroud is also curved
to match the round fan blade shape.  Lightening holes have
been added in the plastic gear to reduce weight.  The
machined harden main rotor shaft has a built-in ridge so a
collar is not required to stop the main shaft from sliding.

Right: This shows the wide
width between the side

frames to produce a
torsionally stiff box frame
structure.  The 6 mm hex
start coupler for engine

starting can be seen here.

Left: The T-Rex 700

Limited Edition kit.  The

$1,200 package includes

an Align gyro and four

digital servos.
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The open tail rotor gearbox reveals the bevel gears from the torque tube drive system.

❍ Simple and light weight design
❍ Plus/Minus 13° collective pitch is possible

for extreme 3D performance
❍ Main and tail rotor blade grips with thrust bearing
❍ Quality machined clutch and bell assembly
❍ Tail servo is mounted on front plastic tray and uses a

transfer bellcrank to transfer control to keep exhaust
oil from entering servo

❍ All three eCCPM servos mount directly on carbon
side frames

❍ Push-pull control for eCCPM
❍ 630 cc fuel tank capacity provides 10 minutes of 3D.
❍ Receiver battery mounted on plastic front tray to help

keep CG forward
❍ Torque Tube drive tail rotor system
❍ Rigid boxy mainframe design
❍ Unique engine cooling fan shape for efficient airflow    
❍ New main gear with one-way bearing design for

high torque
❍ Factory painted fiberglass canopy, T-Rex 700

Nitro Pro (yellow) and T-Rex 700 LE (white)

The heart of any model helicopter is the main rotor head.
The T-Rex 700’s main rotor head geometry is similar to the
proven T-Rex 450’s main rotor, but larger.  The Bell-Hiller
mixing arms pivot on the metal seesaw, instead of being
mounted and pivoting on the blade grip.  The seesaw sits
below the rotor-feathering shaft.  So far, all Align
helicopters use an under slung layout.  Align has chosen to
stay with a rotor design that has worked in their T-Rex 450,
T-Rex 500, and T-Rex 600 models.  The eCCPM control
system is also similar to other T-Rex models.  By using what
has proven to work and then scaling-up, has permitted Align
to reduce lead-time and the ability to offer this new model
rather quickly.  If you have ever built a T-Rex heli, then you
have a good idea of what to expect from other T-Rex
models.  In a short few years, we have seen the birth of the
T-Rex 450, T-Rex 500, T-Rex 600, T-Rex 700 and the T-
Rex 250.  Even the canopy shapes of all the T-Rex
helicopters look alike.  This is a risk-averse way to introduce
new products, by evolution rather than revolution.  Combined
with strong marketing and consistent quality, Align has
become a dominant player in RC Helicopters.  

On the other hand, European companies enjoy varying
their design style.  In the last three decades, The German

based company; Robbe-Schluter has introduced a new layout
every few years.  Some of their previous models include the
Heliboy, Superior, Champion, Scout, Magic, Futura, Cuatro,
etc., and each had a different mechanical layout.  Vario of
Germany is another company that has offered radical
diversity in their product series; their Skyfox, Xtreme,
Viper, and Benzine models have no recognizable similarities
in their mainframe layout.

If the T-Rex 700 is a T-Rex 600 on steroids, then why
has the T-Rex 700 proven to be such a good seller so far?
The reasons are many.   (1) The T-Rex 700 came at a good
time.  The Thunder Tiger Raptor 90 and Hirobo Freya Evo
90, which are two of the most popular 90-size helicopters,
despite having no technical flaws and fly great, have been
around for a few years and consumers always fancy change
or something new.  (2) The T-Rex 700’s technical design may
not be revolutionary, but the layout is sound, and user-
friendly.  (3) Align has made remarkable efforts in producing
quality parts and keeping replacement parts at reasonable
prices.  (4) The T-Rex 700 flies well, and in expert hands, it
can perform all 3D maneuvers.  (5) T-Rex 700’s price is in
alignment with other popular 90-size helicopters on the
market.  A basic T-Rex 700 with the painted yellow canopy is
$800, which is in line with the top-of-the-line Raptor 90 SE,
and both models have carbon side frames and an all-metal
main rotor head and full metal swashplate.  At $800, they
are more affordable than the $1,500 JR Vibe 90 SG and
Hirobo Turbulence.  

The Vibe 90 SG is a deluxe carbon frame model with a
metal main rotor, but costs $700 more.  The Turbulence
does not have carbon frames but is Hirobo’s new flagship 3D
helicopter and commands a fairly high price tag. The
Miniature Aircraft Fury Extreme and Stratus hover at
$1,000 to $1,300 per kit and also have carbon frames and a
metal main rotor, but are a couple of years old already.
There are less expensive 90-size helicopters, such as the
Raptor 90 Standard version, and Hirobo Evo 90, both sold at
only $600, but for $200 more the T-Rex 700 Nitro Pro
includes carbon frames and a full-metal main rotor head.
The T-Rex 700 fulfills a market need between the $600 and
$1,500 price range.   

Align has been expanding their product line from
helicopter kits to electronic accessories.  This is the first
time we have tried the Align standard size digital servos.
We ordered the T-Rex 700 Limited Edition combo because
after doing some quick math, and since it was necessary to

The all-metal
main rotor head
and 120-degree

eCCPM.

TAIL ROTOR SYSTEM

PROVEN LINKAGE SYSTEM

Additional features of the TREX 700



buy new servos and gyro anyway; we decided we might
as well order the combo package.  Usually, in our
review models we use JR, Futaba or Hitec radio
equipment because we have experience with them and
they are reliable.  Many pilots are reluctant to use a
brand of servos or gyro that differs from the brand
of radio they use.  But nowadays, transmitters have
20 to 50 model memories per transmitter, so why not
explore buying additional flight equipment of other
brands.   Recently, Align and Thunder Tiger, the two
major RC helicopter manufacturers from Taiwan, came
out with their own digital servos and gyros.  They do
not offer as many varieties, but do we need that many
types of standard size servos?  If servos with high
speed and high torque exist, then that could be all we
need for collective and cyclic controls.  An ideal servo
for RC helicopters should have at least 150 in-oz of
torque, have faster than .01 second travel speed, zero

slop in gear mesh, no dithering dead band in centering,
and should run on 4 to 8 volts and have a built-in
voltage regulator.  JR’s new 8717 High Voltage servo
comes close to that ideal, if it was priced a little
lower, then we could have our cake and eat it, too.
Spektrum and Hitec also just released a high voltage,
high speed/high torque servo. 

The Align servos and gyro tested in our T-Rex 700
performed flawlessly, for a month, without any
reliability issues.  The Align gyro is comparable to at
least the Futaba GY-401 in performance.  That is a
compliment because the GY-401 is one of the most
popular, reliable, and successful sport heading lock
gyros ever made and Futaba has sold thousands of
them in the last ten years.  The Align gyro works very
well, but for all-out 3D flying and when funds are not
an issue, the higher priced Futaba GY-611 is still our
favorite.

The engine governor and glow igniter are part of the Limited Edition package.

The underslung main rotor style is similar to the proven design used on otherT-Rex helicopters.

MAIN ROTOR SYSTEM

OS MAX 91 HZ 
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An interesting new trend now is that the T-Rex 700 kit
and Raptor Titan 50 SE combo kit include an engine
governor.  T-Rex 700 includes an Align engine governor and
the Raptor Titan 50 SE includes a Thunder Tiger engine
governor.  Could this be a subliminal message that for all-
out top-level 3D flying an engine governor should be used?
We used the Align governor and set the rotorspeed to
1850.  This proves to be the sweet spot for the OS 91 HZ
engine and the stock 8.2 to 1 engine to main rotor ratio.

The engine used in our review for the T-Rex 700 is an
OS 91 HZ without a pump.  The blackhead HZ engine runs
smoother and more powerful than previous generation OS
91 SZ models with the blue heat sink head.  For our
magazine reviews, we try to standardize all helicopter
tests using the same fuel, to permit easier benchmarking
of flight performance.  An OS number 8 glow plug and
Powermaster 30% nitro fuel are used.  With the OS 91 HZ
and Powermaster 30% low viscosity helicopter fuel, the T-
Rex 700 pulled through all 3D moves, and the engine
governor maintained a constant 1,850rpm admirably.

Occasionally, the rotorspeed bogged down during 3D due to
our imperfect collective management.  Our T-Rex was set
up to run +12 to -12 degrees collective.  The mechanics
permit +13 to -13 degrees travel throw, but was not
needed.  

The T-Rex 700 is a true kit and requires nearly twenty
hours to build, which is similar to any other 90-size
helicopter.  None of the sub-systems are pre-assembled, it
took quite a bit of time, but it was a pleasure to assemble.
The parts fit beautifully.  This is the only kit, we have
reviewed, that comes with an aluminum and a carbon tail
boom, and a beige color towel for wiping-down the model.
The workmanship on the painted fiberglass canopy is
flawless.  The 690 mm carbon blades supplied in the LE kit
gave us good flight performance.  In summary, the T-Rex
700 flies extremely well.  There is no 3D maneuver the
model could not handle.  It has held up to our abuse in the
last few months of flying.  With the T-Rex 700, there is
now an additional choice on the highly competitive market
of 90-size 3D helicopters.  RM

www.amainhobbies.com  

www.helidirect.com

www.heliproz.com 

www.ronlund.com

www.mtahobbies.com

eCCPM Servos: 3 Align Digital Servos
Gyro: Align GP750 Head Lock Gyro
Gyro Servo: Align DS650 Digital High Speed
Engine: OS 91HZ without Pump

● Painted Fiberglass Canopy
● Carbon Paddles
● Carbon Tail Blades
● One Carbon & One Aluminum Tail Boom
● Fuel Tubing
● 3-Way Fuel Filter
● Fuel Tube Clip 
● Rear Frame Brace
● Switch Mount
● RCE-G600 Governor
● Repair Towel

● Above T-Rex 700 Kit 
● 690mm Align Carbon Fiber Blades
● 2 In 1 Voltage Regulator 
● GP750 Head Lock Gyro
● One DS650 Digital Servo
● Three DS610 Digital Servo

T-Rex 700 Kit Includes

T-Rex 700 Combo Kit Includes

Equipment Used
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Align - BEC & Ignitor

Align DP750 Gyro & DS610 Servo





Five New Helicopters 

# A-19 Buzzard

# Heli-Max Axe™ CX Micro

# Heli-Max Novus™ CP Nano

# RJX Hobby Xtreme 90

# Skyartec Wasp 200XE V4 

Check it out at:

www.realflight.com

RealFlight

Expansion Pack

#6
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High-Performance
Heli Motor

☛ Controller:  Castle Phoenix
HV110 programmed with no brake,
low advance and PWM rate on
Outrunner mode.
☛ Battery:  12 LiPo 5000 mA/h
☛ Performance:  6500 RPM 77.5
Amperes 39 Volts.   
☛ Thrust: 428 oz [12 Kg]
☛ Temperature of motor coils
after 30 sec. full-bore run:  150ºF

Self cooling at the speed range of interest (6000 - 10000rpm).  Typical
continuous output power is 1.5 - 2.5KW depending on speed and cooling.  Maximum
power is much higher (3.5 - 4.0+ KW).  The motor is suitable for helis with a
weight of 15Kg (33 lbs) or more with relatively low gear ratio.

☛ Diameter: 73mm
☛ Length without shaft: 60mm
☛ Shaft: 8mm diameter, 25mm long, usable length 23mm
☛ Weight: 850g with 20cm (8") 4mm dia. wires
☛ KV: 230rpm/V

(This value is given near max. efficiency.  No load speed is approx. 10% higher.)

HOBBY
CLUB

High-Performance 
Electric Accessories

www.hobbyclub.com
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* New! 15 Acre Waterfront Home/Site

* Private Room w/Bath & Queen Size Bed

* Breakfast & Lunch Included

* For More Info: www.zekiahglass.com 

Arrange a class to suit your needs!

Room & Board includes breakfast & lunch

All Classes Include:

Simulator Training   -   Radio Set-up 

Ground School   -   Lots of Hands-On Flying

One-On-One Training   -   JR R/C Equipment

Bob’s R/C Helicopter Flight School 

B
o
b
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a
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Bob Harris has a lifetime of modeling experience.  He has been a U.S. R/C

Helicopter World Champion Team Manager, a member of the U.S. Helicop-

ter Team Selection Committee, as well as a member of the AMA Contest

Board.  He has judged numerous National & International events.  

Email: zekiahglass@earthlink.net

Ph. (804) 394-3142  

511 Oakley Lane - Farnham, VA  22460

Professional R/C Flight Assistance - Learn to fly solo in just days!

Where ever you may be in the world, the Ishii Mokei Company of Japan, can provide you with a
wide variety of the most up-to-date Japanese R/C products and parts with special discount
prices.We have been in business since 1971 and are the largest and best known discount R/C
mail order company in Japan. No matter how small the quantity, please don’t hesitate to contact
us.  We will be pleased to help you. Visit Our Web Site Today!

ISHII MOKEI CO., LTD PHONE 81-22-243-1711  FAX 81-22-243-0294 
6-1-10 YAGIYAMA MINAMI TAIHAKU-KU SENDI CITY 982 JAPAN   

Open 10am-7pm close Tue-Wed -  E-mail us with your questions: mc@ishiimokei.com

ROTORY’S
LOOKING FOR A FEW GOOD 
WRITERS TO JOIN THE TEAM!

IF YOU FEEL YOU’RE QUALIFIED
EMAIL US AT:

mail@rotory.com Five Forks Village, King, NC 27021
Web: www.kingrc.com

eMail: kingrc@alltel.net

Ph. (336) 983-3969

Your Complete Hobby Shop
Helicopters
Hirobo  Kyosho  Miniature  Quick  Heli-Max  Align

Radios
JR   Futaba   Spektrum   Hitec

Engines
OS  Webra  Enya  OPS  ST - Headers & Pipes

Professional Service 
Fast Shipping

“We Know Helis”

We ship UPS 

Visa & Mastercard

Visit our Online Store
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D
uring my years of flying R/C model helicopters, since 1985, I’ve

watched products enter the R/C hobby segment.  Some leave a mark

and some are just a fad and fade away.  To me, one of the most

enjoyable and useful products developed are PC flight simulators.  This one item

has revolutionized self-instruction since its conception.  And they keep on

getting better and better with very realistic physics, super detailed

graphics, and fun on-line hook-ups where you can actually fly

at virtual fun-flys with your buds.  The virtual FF’s are a

blast and, in my opinion, the only safe place where you

can safely utter, “hey guys, watch this”.  For the

newbie’s reading this, here is a little history lesson

from the Grand-Master on “Sims”. 

I can remember back to the late 80’s, when I

had my first Dave Brown, Red Vector outlined

type, heli sim.  Wow, that was neat!  It did help,

believe it or not, though it pails in comparison

to today’s high-end powered sims. 

story by,

Ron Osinski
(GMRO)

R/C Flight Simulator



I can remember flying my first inside turns in a flying

circuit with my real R/C heli after I had done it for

hours on that particular Dave Brown sim at home.  No

more outside turn crossing figure 8 circuits for me after

that.  And these were not even inverted circuits; I’m

talking about right side up while flying forwards!  Yes,

back then when there were no sims and you rarely took

unnecessary risks with your heli, the learning curve was a

bit slower.  After all, who needs re-building experience,

right?  And who could afford to have the heli “looking

right at me” while trying nose in for the first time?  Both

of these tricks could be mastered and perfected on that

old Dave Brown sim.  

Then sims like Real Flight and Real Flight Deluxe moved

the bar higher once they came on the hobby scene.  I

actually worked on those sims years ago with Knife Edge

Software, until RFG3’s release.  It was fun being involved

with those products when they were still in the beta

testing stages in the 90’s.  I could see the future back

then and it was getting more and more exciting and

realistic with sim flying.  You could actually feel the

models you were flying; build up finger and muscle

reflexes quicker for the stick movements required for

flight maneuvers on the sim; then go try it in real life

with your model at altitude.  Again, remember this is way

before the advent of rev limiters and HH gyros, too.

What a great tool!  Anything you could do to build up

your perception of what the model was doing and how to

recover if things went poorly and learn new stuff while

reducing your models’ risk, was welcomed by pilots. 

I know I found sims as a very useful tool.  And I’ve

spoken with many newbie pilots who have made leaps of

progress by just “simming” in their spare time.  Yes,

“simming” another word in our hobby vocabulary created

by pilots who spend time in front of the PC on their

favorite simulator.  Now, coming up to present date, I’ve

become very familiar with the Phoenix R/C Pro Simulator

as packaged by, Horizon Hobby.  For the past few

months, I’ve found myself flying more and more with it,

simming, and I’m very impressed with it. 

In this article we will take a look at the Phoenix R/C

Pro sim from Horizon Hobby.  It boasts a great sim that

can be purchased to include a fully functional 5-channel

Spektrum DX5e transmitter or you can get it without

the TX, if you want to use your own.  The one I am

reviewing includes the transmitter, which by the way, is a

full range Spektrum 2.4Ghz DSM2 and not just a dummy

box.
So if you’re new to R/C and want to get a great deal,

buy the Phoenix with transmitter combo, as reviewed

here.  You are adding to your investment by getting a TX

that flies full range as well as a Parkflyer Spektrum

2.4Ghz R/C system.  To me, it’s a great value and very

good product…so let’s look at what you get.

I’m sure most will agree that simulators can offer

pilots of all skill levels a great tool and even a fun pass

time when the weather is too bad to fly outside.  Like

winter, here in PA – and this year we broke records for

our snowfall in the months of January through March.

We got 26” in my town in just four days.  Eighteen inches

fell in a 12-hour period.  So thanks, to the Phoenix R/C

Pro sim for helping me, as well as anyone in the mid-

eastern states, deal with cabin fever! 

This sim is very nicely packaged from Horizon Hobby.

It hosts many different types of models including

helicopters, EDF's, performance planks, float planes,

trainer planks and gliders.  And you can chose from

nitro/gas and e-powered models.  And, if you are an avid

Horizon Hobby modeler, with many of their designed and

sold models in your fleet – what if I told you that now

you can actually fly those models in this sim?  Yes, the

Phoenix R/C Pro simulator features actual models from

the Horizon Hobby line up.  Models included are from the

JR Heli Division, E-Flite, Align, Hangar 9 and Parkzone

micros.  Own a JR heli, like the Vibe500E?  Pick it and go

simming with it.  Each model is beautifully replicated in

the sim.  Color schemes, including full decals, a realistic

rotor disk with full ground shadowing etc…can ya say,

“SAAAWWWEEEET?  But first we need to open the box

and install this thingy!
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R/C Flight Simulator

Above: Phoenix’s Virtual

Transmitter Radio

Programming Screen

Right: The Transmitter

Calibration Screen – BARS

Note Full Throws

Left: Phoenix’s Calibration

Set – All Channels Get

Moved To Gimbal End

Points
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The Way It Is - Mike Mas
JR Vibe 50 Pt. II - James Wang
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MARCH/APRIL 2008
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HeliMax Axe EZ RTF - Nick Sacco

NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2007
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HeliDirect HDX 450 Pt II - M. Mas
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Clutch Systems
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Electric Talk Pt. III
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Bergen Observer Pt. II - Mike Mas
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Bergen Observer Pt. I - Mike Mas
Throttle Jockey Direct
Setting-Up for 3D
Electric Talk Pt. II
Maxie-Joker

NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2003
Raptor Talk
Electronic Gem 2000
Electric Talk
Gasser Plumbing Mods
MRC 30-50 Evolution - Mike Mas
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Piccolo Pro - Mike Mas
Dial Indicating
Quickie 15
Mas Tech 3D/3G - Mike Mas

JULY/AUGUST 2003
Graupner NH-90 Part II
Throttle Jockey
Dymond Charger
Raptor 60-90 Conversion
Carbon Fiber

MAY/JUNE 2003
Mike Mas - Mas Tech 3G/3D
In Scale - Dolphin Stage 2
CSM Smart Lock 560 - Mike Mas
TT/Ace Raptor 50-V2 - Mike Mas

MARCH/APRIL 2003
Mikado Logo 10
Draganflyer III
Graupner NH 90
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R/C Aerial Video Systems
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Raptor 30 Stretch - Mike Mas
Upgrading To 70-90 Power
Raptor V2-39 - Mike Mas
JR Voyager 50 & IMZ 50 Eng.

NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2002
Hoverfly
Graupner Turbine
Joker Electric

SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 2002
Agusta A109
Airtronics Tour

JULY/AUGUST 2002
JR Venture - Mike Mas
JR XP662 Radio Sys. - Mike Mas
Kyosho Caliber 30 - Mike Mas

MAY/JUNE 2002
JR Voyager
Ace Raptor 50 - Mike Mas
Futaba 9CHP - Mike Mas

MARCH/APRIL 2002
The Mas Tech - Control Sytms II
Mikado Logo 20
Graupner Turbine
Airtronics RD-6000

JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2002
AH-64A Apache
In Scale - Dolphin
For Starters - Nose-IN

NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2001
Hitec Eclipse 7 - Mike Mas
Quick 60 Sport
Hirobo Sceadu 30 & 50 - Mike Mas

SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 2001
Futaba GY601
Raptor 60 V2
The Way It Is - Mike Mas

JULY/AUGUST 2001
Graupner Starlet .50
Hirobo Shuttle RG
JR Vigor CCPM

MAY/JUNE 2001
Raptor 60 Review / Mike Mas
Vario S-76
In Scale - Hughes 500 C

MARCH/APRIL 2001
RealFlight G2 / Mike Mas
Quick 60
JR R-22 CCPM
Chargers & Cyclers
Kyosho 46 VR  Part II

JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2001
Vario Viper
JR Voyager
Kyosho 46VR

JULY/AUGUST 1997
Estes MDS .38 Heli Engine
Futaba 6XH Heli Radio

MAY/JUNE 1997
Ergo JR’S Latest Venture
Kyosho Nexus 30
JR Ergo 30-46-60
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Mike Mas - Mas Tech Safety First
Tech Talk - Rossi 60
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Tech Talk - NEJ 3000 Gyro
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Mas Tech Visual Linking to Heli 
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Here is what you see when you open the box: A DVD, which contains the programs
software and the simulator’s manual; a USB cable to connect the transmitter to
your PC or laptop and an RCA-style stubby black adapter plug.  This adapter is
required to connect the included Spektrum full range DX5e transmitter to the sim
cable.  Author’s note:  By the time this article is in print new sim purchasers will see
that Horizon Hobby has re-done the stubby RCA black adapter plug.  The original
one is bulky and did not allow a comfortable feel while holding the included TX.
They addressed this and made a simple 6” cord with a 90-degree plug that now
connects the TX to the sim’s USB cord.  NICE!  It is available to anyone who
purchased the Phoenix R/C Pro sim as packaged by Horizon Hobby.  I’ve been told
that sims in stock at Horizon have all been updated with the new adapter cord…so
only folks who got their sim, estimated, prior to Feb2010 should need this.  To find
more info on how to get your new adapter cord, if you have the old one, visit
www.horizonhobby.com and search for the Phoenix R/C Pro Flight Simulator 2.5
w/DX5e.  Click on the product link for the sim and then click on the “Bulletin”
button in red near the top of the page - vio-la!  Good job Horizon!  OK, so not much
in the box…but that’s fine.  Now, onto the install.

I recently upgraded my 1-year-old HP laptop 64-bit system to W7 64-bit Home
Edition.  Personally, I love W7 vs. the Vista SP2 64-Bit Home Edition that came with
my system.  W7 has given my system more speed and more reliability in my day-to-
day use.  So you know, my system has 4G of RAM, 350G HD, 17” LCD, and 512MB
dedicated video card with a 2.0 GHz Duo-Core processor.  The install went very well
and was easy.  But, what is more interesting is that unlike other brands of R/C sims,
the Phoenix R/C Pro can work on what I call “dinosaur” systems.  I’ve seen this sim
personally run on systems with only 1G processors poking around with 256MB of ram
and a 128MB of video card with no jumping or stuttering.  Boot up time of this sim is
super fast too.  I admit I ain’t no PC guru, so I have listed the minimum
requirements to run this product as per, Runtime, the developers of the Phoenix
R/C Pro simulator.

You have to admit, when compared to most high end PC/laptops now on the market
you can see by the list above that the Phoenix is not a resource hog by any means.
I’m also happy to report that the install was straightforward and for the most part,
trouble-free.  But just as a safeguard, I created a “restore point” prior to starting
the program install – just incase things went rogue after the sim install.  Author’s
note: It was not needed, but I always do this – create a manual restore point prior
to making any changes or program installs to my computer systems.

REQUIREMENTS:

•  Microsoft Windows 2000/XP/Vista/Windows 7 (all editions)

•  1.0 GHz Pentium 3/4 or AMD Athlon/64 Compatible Processor

•  256MB System Memory (RAM)

•  1.5 GB Free, Uncompressed Hard-Disk Space

•  ATI Radeon 9800/NVidia Geforce Ti4200 w/ 128MB Memory

•  Microsoft DirectX 9.0c or Higher

•  DVD-ROM Drive For Installation

•  1 Free USB 1.1/2.0 Port

•  100% DirectX 9 Compatible Sound Card (optional)

Continued From Page 65 . . .
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Next, I simply dropped the DVD in and followed the
on-screen prompts.  I didn’t even look at the manual
found on the DVD.  The on-screen prompts make it very
simple to install the program.  Soon the progress screen
showed it was done and it began a set of screens and
advised me to hook up one end of the provided USB
connector to my laptop and the other end to the
included Spektrum DX5e TX.  I used the new 6” adapter
cord.  Don’t forget to install the included 4 AA
batteries in the TX!  The laptop and program found the
new USB device and immediately installed the driver.
W7 showed it was operating correctly.  Then the TX
began beeping and the power level led illuminated on the
TX.  Success, the TX and laptop and program are
working - WAHOO!

If your system is connected to the Internet, the
simulator program checks if you have the latest version
of the software.  It also performs a check to see if you
have all the available models too.  If not, you are asked
if you want to download them.  And can you say,
freebie?  No charge for updates!  No hangar fees or
expansion packs for newer models like other sims
require.  Way Kewl!  At the time of my install, the sim
found no updates or new models.  Author’s note: Over
the past few weeks a few new models have become
available as well as a new revision of the program and a
new flying field. The Phoenix prompted me as I ran the
program and it checked for updates.  Yes, each time you
run the sim it will perform these checks.  You can turn
this feature off or you can actually send the program
out manually if you want to grab a model that you don’t
have from a previous update.  You can down load all the
models or only the models you want that become
available.  Just click, check them off, and it will
download them all while you are simming!  Once the
download is complete you just click the self-install
program that is part of the downloaded file and the
Phoenix sim takes care of the rest.  Very easy and
painless!  Reboot the program and the new features are
available immediately, at no charge.

After the install, I removed the DVD and double
clicked the desktop icon to run the sim.  It immediately
opened and gave me the Phoenix splash logo while it
quickly loaded.  I was ready to go simming.  Next up,
though I got a pop up error saying that my system did
not have the latest audio codec drivers, the program
still finished loading - so I continued with the next step.

It then took me into the TX calibration feature.  Just
like most sims, this one has you center the TX sticks
and trims and then move each to the gimbals’ endpoints
as it calibrates.  There are bars that show up on the
screen showing you the TX output levels for each
channel, pretty straightforward.  But that is nice since
it will make it easy to change between TX models and
even brands to make sure the sim is picking up the TX
output correctly.

Once this was done, I figured I would try it.  So for
yucks, I chose a JR Vibe500E but I heard no sound
from the speakers when I throttled up.  I closed the
program and re-booted my system to see if that cured
it.  Nope, the error for audio came up again as soon as I
ran the Phoenix sim.  Again the program loaded, but
once I tried to fly, no sound.  Knowing I had recently
done a W7 upgrade, I felt pretty certain that I had the
most current drivers on my system - seeing that
everything else worked that was loaded on my laptop.
So I opened the Phoenix program and looked under the
Sound Options drop down menu.  I found the audio
settings defaulted as XAudio.  There were four total
audio types to choose from so I made a change to
“Directaudio,” after all, what could it hurt, right?  I
closed the program and re-started it per the prompt
that said for changes to take place the program must
exit and be re-started.

Upon next start of the Phoenix sim the audio codec
pop up error went away and the program quickly loaded.
The Vibe500E heli came up on the screen, and as I
throttled up, I heard sound.  So as a sidebar, if your
system does this and you get an audio codec error, try
going under the sound options menu in the Phoenix sim
to fix it.  I’ve alerted Horizon of this and they have
noted it for their tech staff and CSR’s in case
customers call in with similar issues.  Other than this
little issue, I’ve seen nothing else that is bothersome
and worth mentioning during the install or operation.

The Phoenix R/C Pro sim has worked flawlessly and has
provided me with many hours of enjoyable simming!
Another nice thing is that the DVD does not need to be
in the system to run it.  Not sure it ever checks for it
again, but in the months I’ve used it past the original
install, the DVD has been in the jewel case the whole
time.  My guess is that the special USB cord, with the
tiny inline black box, is the authorization secret.  If you
don’t have that, then the program will likely not run.

A few “Fixed Wings” that just

might catch your interest!

OK, I know you guys are not into airplanes, but maybe one of these two will catch

your interest.  This sim has it all, check out the ShiftRotor if you want your hands

full or try a few water landings to break the norm of helicopter sim flying!
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Moving along, the Phoenix sim really has a lot of
features to offer and I’d run ROTORY out of ink and
pages if I attempted to list them all.  So here are
just a few of the “Grand-Master’s” favorite features
that make the Phoenix R/C Pro sim a winner:

❥ World-class physics and 3D engine
❥ Over 100 flyable models including JR Heli,

E-Flite helis and planks, Align, Hangar 9 – and the 
list keeps growing of available models in both
helis  and planks

❥ Free downloads of new models and
program updates

❥ Night flying – oh yeah!
❥ Internet flying (up to 4 people with

split screen action)
❥ Training and competition modes (hover, prop-hang, 

streamer combat, etc.) – just neat stuff!
❥ Easily editable models and environmental

parameters – via very well designed drop
down menus

❥ 17 panoramic flying sites - and more on the
way for free download

The Phoenix R/C Pro sim currently offers approx.
115 models.  As mentioned above, there are no
expansion packs to purchase.  In speaking with my
friends, at Horizon, they are working hard to bring
the newer models from their product line as
developed to the Phoenix R/C Pro sim.  Thank you “K-
to-the P” for providing the opportunity for me to
review this product too!”  Personally, I can’t wait till
E-Flite’s Ultra Micro 4-Site is available to download!
I’ve been flying the heck out of the real micro 4-Site
at ICR during our indoor flying sessions.  Currently,
while simming, I’ve been using the full-size E-Flite
foamie 4-Site plank.  I’ve also been simming a 450 T-
rex nightflyer heli, too.  What a coincidence that the
450 T-rex nightfly heli in the sim looks exactly the
same as my actual R/C nightflyer heli - UNREAL!  I
also really like the JR Vibe500E heli in the sim.  It is
sort of my go-to heli for simming.

So, what about graphic quality, physics and the feel
while simming?  In my opinion, the looks and physics of
the Phoenix R/C Pro simulator are pretty darn good.  I
can say that from the R/C models, both heli and plank

types that I own and fly in real life, that the
Phoenix’s ability to capture their characteristics are
very good.  Should and can I use the term, terrific?
Yes!  From the E-Flite Blade400 to my personal
favorite the JR Vibe500E, they are all very realistic.
And the Deuces Wild; Parkzone Corsair to the
smaller Parkzone planks, yes those too, are very
realistic.  The details and color schemes are awesome
and the feel of the models, simply put, are superb!

I do admit that I have chosen to use an older DX7
for my simming TX though.  The included DX5e is a
little clumsy for me and the gimbals, for my flying,
are lacking.  Please note that the sim doesn’t care,
but my fingers do!  And since the sim program offers
a complete virtual TX set up, you have full mixing for
CCPM and well as other settings for rev limiters and
HH gyros.  Basically, that means you don’t need a
fancy TX with high-end programming and mixing to
make the models fly the way you want in the Phoenix
R/C Pro sim.  The DX7, X9303 and 12X – I’ve tried
them all – all feel very good on this sim.  Gimbal feel

is the biggest difference and that is just pilot
preference since the sim ain’t prejudice for TX
quality.  Just do the TX calibration for your favorite
TX and all will be fine.  Basically, pick an empty model
memory in your TX and leave all to default.  The
Phoenix R/C Pro sim will do the rest.  Also worth
noting is that none of the TX’s I mentioned, require
the 6” adapter cord or original small black RCA
adapter.  But some other brands of radios require
their own adapter.  I recommend that you check out
Horizon’s web site to see the available adapters for
the various TX’s that are outside the Horizon brand.
Yes, you can use Futaba TX’s with the Phoenix R/C
Pro sim and Horizon has adapters for them.  A
complete list is available if you check the Horizon
web site and perform a simple search for the Phoenix
R/C Pro Sim.  You can then check to see if your TX
requires an adapter.  The part numbers are listed for
the appropriate adapter.  You can either order
directly from the Horizon website or simply ask your
favorite hobby shop to get it for you.

Outdoors . .

Or Indoors . . .
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Often I’m asked, will a sim really help you learn to fly?  Will it help you advance and get
better?  Or, who really uses a sim?  In my opinion, simulators are great training tools.  You
are building eye hand/finger and perception skills anytime you are simming.  But add some
special training tools and you can progress even faster.  The Phoenix R/C Pro sim has special
“canned” training tools designed for both helis and planks.  It provides hover and autorotation
training for helis and both landing and torque training for planks.  The designers have spent a
lot of time creating a sort of “graduate program” in the sims training scenarios.  If you’re
trying to learn to hover a heli, it will step up a beginner’s amount of control input until you
have full control as you progress.  As you advance, so do the controls, and eventually you are
piloting a full R/C heli.  Personally, I’ve been working on my prop-hanging/torque control with
planks while using the aircraft scenario tools.  To me, it makes perfect sense to spend more
time building muscle/finger memory within the air sim time vs. crashing constantly on the sim.
It really is a nice feature.  Sure, as I said, any sim time is good time but these training tools
are well thought out and I applaud the designers for them.

Even while simming, I like to know what my main rotor rpms are and what rotor blade pitch
is used, as well as see the simulator frame rate and model altitude.  These can be turned on
and sized and positioned where you want them on the sim screen.  There are many more to
add like TX stick deflections – an overlay - which can be very helpful if you are trying to show
a buddy a new hot maneuver.  There are also multiple views available.  So you can have a
close-up view of your model in a corner of the screen while the rest of the screen shows the
whole flying field and model from a farther distance.  And the multiplayer server location is
built into Phoenix R/C Pro sim as well.  No complex server programs required.  It also
features voice chat when you fly in the multiplayer mode.  So now you can heckle your buds,
just like when you are at your favorite FF.  Yes, the designers gave some thought to what the
R/C pilot wants that’s for sure!  And don’t be fooled with the ease of navigation and program
menus.  They are very easy to figure out but it’s not due to the fact that they are lacking.
Nope, you can change any model parameter or change the weather to create any condition,
like crosswinds, etc.  All are easily modified per the quick and easy drop down menus in the
Phoenix sim.  To me, the sim manual is almost not required.  The drop-down menus in the
Phoenix R/C Pro are very easy to use and make very logical sense for what you want to do.

Before I close out the article, another neat feature is the ability to record and replay your
flights.  I’ve used it to almost document my planker “prop-hanger” progress.  Now I can see
how bad I was before I started my simming.  My orientation has improved greatly, while
indoor flying my planks, since I’ve been simming over the past months.  At our ICR indoor
sessions, I see that I am spending more time in the air and my confidence in my low altitude
flying and flowing maneuvers has improved for certain.  I can see it both on my own
recordings and when I fly the real models.

Well I think you can tell by now that I really like the Phoenix R/C Pro sim.  And since I’m
pretty much out of space here - though I could go on and on – I’ll wrap this up.  Horizon
Hobby has put together a great sim package with the Phoenix R/C Pro.  I think both newbie’s
and veteran pilots will agree and find it is a very useful investment that is a great value
packed with tons of quality and worthwhile options.  The selection of models is vast, the
details and color schemes are grand and the models fly very well.  Simming is a lot of fun and
the Phoenix R/C Pro does a great job at providing it.  Thanks for reading!  Remember, it’s not
just about the flying…GMRO  RM

www.amainhobbies.com  

www.helidirect.com

www.heliproz.com 

www.ronlund.com

www.mtahobbies.com
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